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"Very young children will join in the search for Spot, with his mother Sally, as she encounters other

animals along the way hidden behind the flaps. Each double spread has a door to open or a

covering to lift. The large ink-and-water color illustrations abound with good humor." Publishers

Weekly.
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My son and I are reading Spot in spanish and english. It's easy enough for me to read with my high

school english many years behind me. This book was my first attempt at introducing a foreign

language to my son. I know I will continue to purchase and read aloud other languages to expose

him to a new world.

"Â¿DÃ³nde EstÃ¡ Spot?" is the best book ever! Even though my friends and I are in eighth grade,

we think the book is very educational and very fun to read. (And I just love those little flaps that you

open!) This is such a good book, and you should read it!

I purchased this for my daughter when she was 1 even though we speak primarily English. She

loved this book and thought it was so funny how Spot's mom couldn't find Spot until the very end. All

the characters Spot's mom encounters are different animals and my daughter liked that, plus she



learned quite a few Spanish words from listening to us read this book.

i have this thing about consistency and fluency for language. The front cover asks where is spot in

present tense. then inside has it in past subjunctive... grammatically i understand why but i feel it

could have writtten differently.

I love this book but wish it were available in a cardboard hardback version because after the first

day my son bent the thin pages and spilled water on it so it looks like years of wear and tear even

though it is brand new!!

The text is easy to understand. The drawings are simple and pleasant. The search has of course a

happy ending. If you want to see your little one laugh, just share this story with him and let him

seach. Enjoy.

This was a very good book. We are reading it in eighth grade, even though it is a 1st grade reading

level. it is the best book!

"Where is Spot" was a foundational book in my son's life. Years later he still likes to collect the

sequels. Now as we are trying to expose him to more Spanish, this early reader is pulling double

duty and. . . ! mi familia se amo!
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